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The pandemic caused by the COVID-19 virus (SARS-CoV-2) has been a source of concern for airlines regarding safe

flight environments. The main reason is that infected people may experience no symptoms. Nevertheless, they may have

high viral loads and spread the disease. To ensure the safety of passengers concerning virus propagation, such as

COVID-19, and keep the turnaround time at low levels, airlines should seek efficient aircraft boarding strategies in terms

of both physical distancing and boarding times.
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1. Introduction

The recent pandemic caused by the COVID-19 virus (SARS-CoV-2) has been a source of concern for airlines regarding

safe flight environments. The main reason is that infected people may experience no symptoms. Nevertheless, they may

have high viral loads and spread the disease . Furthermore, the effects of pandemics may have an important economic

impact on airline companies . In this context, airlines struggle to increase passenger safety in air transport, and amongst

other measures to reduce the risk of contagion, passenger boarding has been subjected to physical distancing . A

minimum distance of 1 to 2 m between passengers was recommended by the International Air Transport Association

(IATA) . IATA also recommended ensuring a limited number of passengers passing each other, sequential boarding, and

keeping empty seats.

To ensure not only the safety of the passengers but also to reduce the boarding time, the interference between

passengers should be minimized to smooth the passenger flow during the boarding process. This means that airlines

must adopt efficient boarding strategies to reduce the turnaround time and increase profit. This is because the boarding

process significantly contributes to delays in the turnaround time, an important source of uncertainty .

2. The Existing Aircraft Boarding Strategies in the Context of a Pandemic

The recent pandemic scenario has had a huge impact on mobility with serious implications for economic and social

activities. In order to reduce the spread of the virus and prevent deaths and the burden on local health systems, most

nations have promoted specific measures, such as physical distancing, travel restrictions, and the temporary suspension

of commercial and social activities . The airline industry has been no exception and was impacted on a worldwide scale

by the pandemic. To keep air travel operational and restore passengers’ confidence, airlines had to implement measures

to prevent contagion and virus propagation . The IATA medical advisory group has recommended measures such as

keeping empty seats  and blocking middle seats have been implemented, for example, by Alaska Airlines, Wizz Air, and

EasyJet .

For many airline companies, the issue of physical distancing has led to a reduction of approximately one-third in the

maximum seating capacity of the aircraft. This was due to the implementation of the ‘empty middle seat’ policy, which

required the seat in the middle, between the window and the aisle, as shown in Figure 1, to be kept empty. A research

undertaken by Barnett and Fleming  indicates that if the middle seat is kept unoccupied, the risk of COVID-19 contagion

is reduced by half. Nevertheless, physical distancing between passengers in the aisle of the aircraft may lead to delays in

the boarding process.
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Figure 1. Configuration of an aircraft in a pandemic context.

Passenger interference in the boarding process occurs when one passenger blocks another passenger attempting to

access their seat . We assume there is a correspondence between the number of passenger interferences and the

boarding time. Thus, by reducing passenger interferences, individual passengers’ seating times will be shortened, and the

overall boarding time will be reduced.

Passenger interference can be of two types: aisle interference and seat interference. Aisle interference occurs when a

passenger is blocked in the aisle by another passenger, which usually occurs when hand luggage is stowed in the

designated compartment. Seat interference occurs when a passenger wants to sit down but needs to ask a passenger

already seated to get up. According to Delcea et al.  and Cotfas et al. , passengers may encounter four types of seat

interference during the boarding process. However, in the context of the ‘empty middle seat policy’, the only possible type

of interference is that of type 3; i.e., the passenger with a window seat will have to ask the passenger in the aisle seat to

get up.

Several boarding strategies have been used by airlines. These aim to sequence passengers during the boarding process

to minimize the impact of the interferences. The main boarding strategies are as follows (see, e.g., ):

Random: All passengers belong to a single boarding group, with passengers entering the aircraft randomly, allowing

passengers traveling with friends or family members to board together. This approach is often used as a benchmark for

other boarding strategies .

Back-to-Front: In this strategy, the first passengers to board are those seated in the last rows of the plane. Boarding

continues until the front rows are reached . The back-to-front boarding strategy is usually simplified (to increase

practicality) by aggregating rows of seats in blocks.

Outside-In: In this strategy, the first passengers to board are those who have window seats. They are followed by

passengers in the middle seats and, finally, those in the aisle seats. This strategy eliminates seat interference .

Reverse Pyramid: This strategy is a combination of the back-to-front and outside-in strategies. Boarding takes place by

allowing the simultaneous entry of passengers from back to front, as well as from the outside inwards. The first

passengers to board are those in window seats and those who have middle seats at the rear of the aircraft.

Passengers seated in the aisle in the front section of the plane are the last to board. This strategy eliminates seat

interference .

Blocks: In this strategy, airplane rows are divided into zones, each of these containing several rows. This strategy first

boards passengers in the last rows (zone 1). The passengers who are in the front rows (zone 2) then follow.

Subsequently, the order is repeated for the farthest zone (the last unoccupied rows), the front rows, and so on .

Steffen: This strategy implies the call of the passengers one by one to board the airplane. This is carried out from back

to front and from the windows to the aisles. Adjacent passengers in each row are seated two rows away from each

other in corresponding seats (for example, 12F, 10F, 8F, 6F, 4F, and 2F). Passengers first occupy the even and odd

rows on each side of the aircraft cabin, following the order of window seats, then middle seats, and, finally, aisle seats

.

Modified Optimal: This method consists of boarding passengers in alternating rows. Passengers are divided into four

boarding groups. The first of these consists of all the passengers in even rows but only on one side of the plane. The

second group includes all the passengers seated on the other side of the plane. The third and fourth groups are the

passengers seated in odd rows on either side of the plane .

Several studies have been conducted to test boarding strategies on an aircraft. Different approaches have been used to

address the problem, including simulation (e.g., ), analytical methods (e.g., ), and (3) experiments on

the aircraft (e.g., ). The research of Bidanda et al.  reviews the literature dealing with the implementation of

models aiming to optimize the boarding processes, achieving maximum efficiency.

Upon analyzing the literature results, Jaehn and Neumann  concluded that simple methods or even random boarding

are more effective than the commonly used back-to-front strategy. The researchers concluded that random boarding

outperforms block strategies like back-to-front because it effectively channels the congestion caused by passengers

stowing their carry-on baggage into a localized section of the airplane.
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Concerning the impact of hand luggage, Nyquist and McFadden  showed that baggage restrictions may reduce

boarding times. Later, Qiang et al.  developed a simulation model in which passengers carrying more luggage were

allowed to board first. Kisiel  analyzed the sensitivity of the most common strategies regarding the number of priority

passengers involved. Schultz  suggested modifying aircraft infrastructure to reduce the number of interferences

between passengers.

Recently, Cotfas et al.  used a simulation to analyze the impact of the restrictions imposed or mooted worldwide on the

boarding strategies used by the airlines, leaving the middle seat empty on each side of the aisle and compared their

effectiveness with the classical airplane boarding methods. The researchers concluded that the risk of contamination is

reduced for most boarding strategies when the social distance between adjacent passengers advancing down the aisle is

increased. Schultz and Soolaki  implemented passenger behavior in a stochastic cellular automata model, where

passengers traveling together should be boarded and seated in a group, which is extended using a module to evaluate

the transmission risk. This research shows that these groups significantly contribute to faster boarding and less

transmission risk compared to the standard random boarding procedures when applied in a pandemic scenario.

Shultz et al.  studied the boarding problem in the context of COVID-19 using a stochastic agent-based model. They

considered three scenarios regarding airplane occupation, namely 50%, 66%, and 80%. The researchers sought to

minimize the boarding time and the risk of contamination, first seating passengers next to the window and, lastly, next to

the aisle. The results obtained were promising, with savings of more than 30% in the boarding time. In turn, Qureshi and

Qureshi  developed a model using a Discrete Event Simulation (DES) under different policies and boarding strategies.

The researchers concluded that the most effective way to reduce contamination is Steffen’s strategy, although it is the one

that presents the greatest difficulties in practical implementation. On the other hand, they concluded that it becomes much

easier to implement strategies such as the Reverse pyramid and Window Middle Aisle, with a marginal loss of

effectiveness compared to Steffen’s, also keeping the risk of COVID-19 contagion very low.

Qiang and Huang  studied the optimization of boarding in airplanes with a cabin that was equipped with side-slip seats.

To assist the implementation of more complex strategies, the researchers considered the development of a boarding

assistant system. This system improves the process of automatically assigning seats to newly arriving passengers at an

automatic seat distribution gate. Kobbaey et al.  address the issue of reducing boarding times through economic

sustainability, given that airport occupancy is an important economic factor for airline companies and airport management.

The researchers used an autonomous agent-based simulation (ABS) to evaluate the impact of nine different boarding

strategies. The results showed that a random strategy was the least affected by passenger non-compliance. They also

concluded that the individual seating method is the one that performs better when the occupancy rate of the flight is high.

When the flight occupancy rate is relatively low, all strategies perform acceptably. Withanachchi and Adikariwattage 

also analyzed the different factors that impacted the boarding process considering variables such as the boarding

strategy, the number of pieces of luggage, arrival rate, and average speed of passengers during boarding. The research

made it possible to draw recommendations considering the parameters analyzed both for pre-pandemic and pandemic

situations. Finally, Kobbaey and Bilquise  conducted a critical review of 12 studies that investigate the aircraft boarding

problem using ABS, classifying the literature as follows: (a) studies that evaluated the efficiency of different boarding

strategies, (b) studies that developed new boarding strategies, and (c) studies that analyzed the impact of restrictions

imposed during the pandemic period.
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